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Abstract: Scanned Document Image compression is an important technology for digital image transmission and storage. This study proposes a unique image compression system based on discrete curvelet transform & discrete wavelet Transform (DC-DWT) with a varying pixels position. The discrete wavelet and the Curvelet transform technique, which because of their outcomes and characteristics, DWT and CT are the most suitable technology for the varied field of image processing. The position of a pixel in the document images and the high-impact components are handled using the curve let transform technique during the compression of the JPEG image. The Cuckoo search algorithm is used for image enhancement. Depending on two primary criteria checks, excellent outcomes were achieved; the compression ratio and the quality of recreated scan document.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many applications involving massive information capacity transmission and recovery, e.g. multimedia, documents, video conferencing, and medical imaging, image compression is essential. Uncompressed images involve significant storage ability and bandwidth of transmission. The aim of Scan Document image compression technique is to reduce the amount redundancy of image data so that data can be efficiently stored or transmitted. This outcome in the decrease of record estimates and enables more images to be put away in a given measure of plate or memory space. Compression of images might be lossless or lossless compressed information can be utilized to reproduce an accurate copy of the first in a lossless compression calculation. There is no information lost in this compression technique. Here, when a signal is compressed, patterns get erased. Lossless compression is helpful for accurate reconstruction. It does not usually provide adequately high compression ratios to make image compression really helpful. A genuine and highly skilled image compression system based on discrete curvelet & discrete wavelet transformation is suggested in this paper that results in less computational complexity without sacrifice in Scan Document image quality. Some other popular compression norms compared the efficiency of the cuckoo search algorithm. Several quality assessment variables such as peak signal noise ratio (PSNR) and mean square error (MSE) were used to determine the quality of reproduced reference Scan Document.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

M. Mozammel Hoque Chowdhury, Amina Khatun et al. (2012) proposed a compression technique depends on discrete wavelet transform. In which adequate high compression ratio is achieved with no apparent contaminate of image quality. The lots of genuine images are used for experimentation and for the validation purpose. It also checks the strength of this technique. The computerized camera (OLYMPUS LI-40C) is used for taking images. To exhibit the presentation of the proposed technique, a examination between the proposed method and other basic compression methods has been uncovered. From the test results it is observed that, the proposed compression technique gives better compression ratio as compared to other customary procedures. Wavelets are more qualified to time-constrained information and wavelet based compression system keeps up better images quality by diminishing blunders. The future bearing of this examination is to actualize a compression strategy utilizing neural system. [1]. This paper describes the development of Image Compression Using Discrete Wavelet Transforms, proposed by Salma Taou.q and Dr. Naem N. Sheikh (2016). The standardized method of the Haar wavelet is more noteworthy compression, and yields better looking outcomes contrasted with the standard one. This is because of the properties of symmetrical networks. The variation that executes circles to carry out the standardization in the Haar wavelet transformation procedure is better as far as calculation multifaceted nature contrasted with the variation that creates the required Haar networks and performs grid augmentation. All though this task, author concentrated on the Haar wavelet, which leads to better compression than the different other compression methods since they come down to a similar quintessence. Along with these lines, this examination and usage have been valuable regarding picking up a ton of understanding into the image compression and its utilization of scientific ideas [2]. Anitha s et al. (2011) in this paper, discrete cosine transforms (DCT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) were used for better compression. DCT performs effectively at medium piece rates. Drawback with DCT is that only one spatial relationship of the pixels in-side the single 2-D square is considered and the connections from the pixels of the neighbouring squares are discarded. Squares can't be decorrelated at their limits utilizing DCT. So, DWT is used in JPEG 2000 standard. DWT gives top notch compression at low piece rates.
DWT performs superior to DCT in the setting that it saves from blocking art certainties which corrupt the reconstructed images. At Anyways DWT gives lower quality than JPEG at low compression rates. DWT requires longer compression time. [3].

M.Shibanai and P Poomerugan et al. (2016) describes the bit rate required for outwardly lossless compression of 3D monochrome stereo pairs is larger than that required for visually lossless 2D compression of the individual left and right images. However, the resulting left and right images obtained via the existing method are visually lossless in both 2D and 3D mode, while the images compressed individually are not visually lossless in 3D mode. The existing method results in a significantly higher bit rate than proposed scheme. Here author used for authentication purpose and it is applicable to 2D images also. Compression ratio is to be high when comparing to existing system. [4].

Sree Lekshmi A.N., Lekshmi Priya A.N. et al. (2017) Coding redundancy occurs, and inaccurate code words are utilized. Interpixel redundancy results from relationships between the pixels of a image. Psycho visual redundancy is because of information that is overlooked by the human visual system. Image compression methodologies decreases the amount of bits required to represent an image by exploring these redundancies. A reverse procedure called decompression is concerned with the compressed information to get the reconstructed image. The objective of compression is to reduce the amount of bits anyway; much as could be normal while keeping the objectives and the visual idea of the reconstructed image as near the first image as conceivable. Image compression frameworks are made out of two particular auxiliary squares: an encoder and a decoder. [5].

Chandresh K Parmar, Prof. Kruti Pancholi et al. (2017). proposed a new method of image compression technique based on the second order Curvelet transform coding. In this document compressed the standard images with this technique and the simulation results shows that this compression technique shows better performance compared to conventional transform techniques. The results can be improved by using proper threshold value and proper quantization method. This work inspire to study further in image compression using Curvelet transform. [6].

Awais Mansoor and Atif Bin Mansoor et al. proposed a system which depends on recently constructed curvelet transform for image compression which gives better compression ratio contrasted with wavelet transform. It is anyway critical that the work displayed here is an underlying endeavor to address the issue of image compression utilizing curvelet transforms. Here the PSNR is much lower. This is credited to the choice of laplacian and directional premise: haar, the crudest of all change premise, the authors have intentionally utilized it for simplicity of compression and to use the quality of curvelet transform. [7].

Ezhilarasi .P et al. (2014) the adequacy of lossless image compression is upgraded by utilizing curvelet transform joined with BCH and altered number-crunching coding which exploits BCH and adjusted math coding for the improvement of CR and BPP. This consolidated impact of BCH and adjusted number juggling coding improves the nature of reproduced image with impressive decrease of border pixels. The authors strategy is to find valuable in a few applications like satellite correspondence, remote correspondence, CMOS image sensor and so on and it very well may be additionally upgraded for ongoing video compression with some fundamental changes. [8].

Rohit Salgotra, Urvinder Singh and Sriparna Sah et al. (2018) use Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm which is the nature inspired worldwide streamlining algorithm dependent on the brood standard asitic conduct of cuckoos. It has demonstrated to be an effective algorithm as it has been effectively connected to take care of an enormous number of issues of various regions. CS utilizes Levy flights to produce step estimate and to look through the arrangement space successfully. The neighborhood search is completed utilizing switch likelihood in which certain rates of arrangements are expelled. In spite of the fact that CS is a viable algorithm, still its performance can be improved by joining the investigation and misuse during the pursuit procedure. In this work, three changed forms of CS are proposed to improve the properties of investigation and exploitation. Every one of these variants utilize Cauchy administrator to create the progression measure rather than Levy flights to proficiently investigate the hunt space. Besides, two new ideas, division of populace and division of ages, are likewise acquainted in CS so similarly as with equalization the investigation and abuse. The proposed forms of CS are tried on 24 standard benchmark issues with various measurement sizes and shifting populace sizes and the impact of likelihood switch has been examined.. [9]

Soham Ghosh, Sourya Roy, Mallick et al. (2014). Images are One of the most outstanding significant modes for transmission and introduction of data. Different regions, for example, biomedical science, shortcoming identification, machine learning, and so on. Mostly use images as information. It is accordingly important as everyone has the option to deliver and transmit images which are uncorrupted. Likewise, its crucial guarantee that the data required for a specific procedure is effectively accessible from them. One may acquire numerous sorts of significant data from a image. For instance, an undertaking may require estimation of power from a image, though, in another issue, we might be keen on featuring the edges of a image. In such cases, images should be changed starting with one structure then onto the next to such an extent that the required highlights are accentuated, while those which are not required are either evacuated or diminished. [10]

### III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Here the image is applied for the channel separation so that it divide the image in to three channel, Red, Green and Blue. Here Discrete wavelet transform is used for Green and Blue Channel and Curve let transform is used for Red channel of an image for the image compression. Here as main information is found in red channel so image enhancement algorithm is applied to red channel only.
Methodology
Here for G & B Channel processing is done using Wavelet Transform:

Definition: \( X_a(b) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{b}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) \phi \left( \frac{t-a}{b} \right) dt \)

- \( x(t) \): input
- \( \phi(t) \): mother wavelet
- \( a \): location
- \( b \): scaling
- \( a \) is any real number
- \( b \) is any positive real number

The wavelet transform provide a multiscale basis:

\begin{align*}
\text{Approximation Rates} \\
\text{Fourier Transform: } &\| f - \tilde{f}_m \|_2^2 = O(m^{-\frac{1}{2}}) \\
\text{Wavelet Transform: } &\| f - \tilde{f}_m \|_2^2 = O(m^{-1}) \\
\text{Curvelet Transform: } &\| f - \tilde{f}_m \|_2^2 = O(m^{-1} \log^3 m) = O(m^{-2})
\end{align*}

Discrete Curvelet Transform

The four stages of the Curvelet Transform used for image compression are:
- \( P_0 \) – Low-pass filter.
- \( \Delta_1, \Delta_2, \ldots \) – Band-pass (high-pass) filters
- Sub-band decomposition
  \( f \mapsto (P_0 f, \Delta_1 f, \Delta_2 f, \ldots) \)
- Smooth partitioning
  \( h_Q = w_Q \cdot \Delta_1 f \)
- Renormalization
  \( g_Q = T_Q^{-1} h_Q \)
- Ridgelet analysis
  \( a_{(Q, \lambda)} = \langle g_Q, P_\lambda \rangle \)

Four stages used for Image reconstruction using inverse of the Curvelet Transform are:
- Ridgelet Synthesis
  \( g_Q = \sum_{\lambda} a_{(Q, \lambda)} \cdot P_\lambda \)
- Renormalization
- Smooth Integration
  \( \Delta f = \sum_{Q \in Q_3} w_Q \cdot h_Q \)
- Sub-band Recomposition
  \( f = P_0 (P_0 f) + \sum_s \Delta_s (\Delta_s f) \)

IV.RESULTS

For analysis purpose, by cropping stamp & Signature Part of scanned document, in R Channel Processing. It is observed that Bit Plane Slicing and Curvelet Transform give distort image while other compression algorithm like discrete cosine transform, discrete wavelet transform are also verified on same images as shown. Proposed Algorithm outperform than the existing algorithm on the existing images.
PSNR is large for proposed algorithm (CBT). It preserve details in image than the Existing images. Compression ratio is greater for BPS, but it decrages the quality of an image. Proposed algorithm (CBT) achieve compression ratio little bit larger than DWT but with larger PSNR (averagely 20% greater).
In this paper, compression of Marathi scan document using Curvelet transform and Wavelet transform is proposed. It gives adequate high compression ratio without any degradation in scan document quality. Various experiments have been performed for validation purpose on various types of documents. Other regular compression methods were compared and the results have been taken. From the results, it is clear that the proposed compression system gives better compression than other compression techniques. Wavelets are more qualified to time-constrained information and Curvelets keeps up better Scan Document quality by decreasing blunders.
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